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Present:
Members:

Kory Luker, Vice-Chair
Johnny Loumis, Jr.
Ulises Flynn
Erik Swanson
Tina Griffis

Excused:

Debbie Cragun, Chair

Staff:

Grant Crowell, City Planner/Economic Development Director
Jennifer Robison, Senior City Planner
Ellen Oakman, Associate City Planner
Tiffini Shinsel, Community Development Coordinator
Courtney Peterson, AV Technician

Public:

Joseph Browning
Mike Perry
Jun Khaysavang
Rory Duckworth
Mike Swain

In the absence of Chair Debbie Cragun, Vice-Chair Kory Luker called the meeting to order at
6:02 p.m.
PLANNING COMMISSION BUSINESS MEETING
1.

Roll Call.

All members of the Planning Commission were present with the exception of Debbie Cragun.
2.

Invocation/Thought/Reading and Pledge of Allegiance.

Kory Luker offered the invocation. Johnny Loumis, Jr. led the Pledge of Allegiance.
3.

Approval of the Planning Commission Meeting Minutes from July 20, 2022.

Ulises Flynn moved to APPROVE the minutes from the July 20, 2022, meeting of the Planning

39

Commission. Johnny Loumis, Jr. seconded the motion. Vote on motion: Johnny Loumis, Jr.-

40

Aye; Ulises Flynn-Aye; Erik Swanson-Aye; Tina Griffis-Aye; Kory Luker-Aye. The motion

41

passed unanimously.
1
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Legislative Items:
4.

PUBLIC HEARING, CONSIDERATION, AND RECOMMENDATION on a Zoning
Text and Development Agreement Application for The Centrum at Bluffdale Special
District (“SD-X”), BCC 11.110.130, which is located at the Southwest Corner of 14600
South and Porter Rockwell Boulevard, to Modify the Number of Apartment Units
from 236 to 252 and to Clarify the Use of Architectural Concrete within the Project,
LH Perry Investments, LLC, Applicants (Application 2022-34) – Staff Presenter,
Grant Crowell.

City Planner/Economic Development Director, Grant Crowell, presented the staff report and stated

13

that in January 2022 a new Special District (SD-X) was created called The Centrum at Bluffdale.

14

He displayed an aerial view of the subject property and reported that it was originally an industrial

15

parcel that was subsequently changed to mixed-use. The original proposal included 236 apartments

16

and 17,500 square feet of retail. If the City Council approves the revisions to the Development

17

Agreement (“DA”), there would be minor modifications to the DA to replace the original Exhibit B

18

with a new Exhibit B, which is the zoning ordinance.

19
20

As the applicants worked on the design and engineering plans, they realized that they could modify

21

the site plan to include 16 more apartment units. The overall view of the project would be

22

essentially the same. The parking ratio would remain the same as before at two spaces per unit.

23

There would be no changes to the types of units that were previously approved. The retail square

24

footage and commercial parking would be the same as previously approved.

25
26

Mr. Crowell next reviewed the widening of the road that would need to take place at the southeast

27

corner of the subject property, which was memorialized in the Development Agreement. That

28

expectation will remain unchanged to accommodate the needed intersection design for the project.

29
30

Another aspect of the project the applicants had been working on was an update of the exterior

31

elevations as part of the proposal to include the use of architectural concrete in the bottom part of

32

the residential structure. If the proposal is approved, the SD-X ordinance would include updated

33

images of what the buildings would look like.

34
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Mr. Crowell next reviewed the impact of adding 16 units. The applicants were required to have a

2

Traffic Engineer identify what that impact would be based on modeling and typical scenarios. The

3

applicants asserted that the proposed increase in units would be accommodated by the intersection

4

improvements that were previously discussed and agreed upon. As part of the site plan approval

5

process, Staff would seek to confer that the network would be able to handle the traffic. There

6

would also be a traffic light installed at Rising Star Way and Porter Rockwell Boulevard, as

7

warranted and approved by the Utah Department of Transportation (“UDOT”).

8
9

Mr. Crowell reviewed the text of the revisions to the SD-X ordinance. In the residential building,

10

patterned and formed architectural concrete would be allowed as a primary exterior material on the

11

parking lot levels. The accent and brick would still be required. The meeting packet included

12

current and proposed images for consideration. Mr. Crowell noted that the City Council has already

13

been receiving a lot of feedback about the project and many people are aware of the proposal.

14
15

Commissioner Flynn asked about the availability of the previous and revised traffic studies.

16

Mr. Crowell offered to look into it. Commissioner Swanson had looked at the numbers and noticed

17

what he felt were inconsistencies. Mr. Crowell did not know how Traffic Engineers do their

18

modeling with traffic studies to arrive at their projected figures. Mr. Crowell confirmed that the

19

number of parking stalls would increase to keep the ratio at two parking spaces per unit. The

20

number of external spaces would remain the same.

21
22

Joseph Browning gave his address as 1619 West 140 North in Pleasant Grove and identified himself

23

as a Traffic Engineer with Hales Engineering, who was retained to provide the Traffic Study.

24

Mr. Browning reported that the new Traffic Study showed a small increase from the original study.

25

He explained how trip generation data is developed. It is based on national rates that are provided

26

by the Institute of Transportation Engineers, which collects data each year on traffic generated by

27

different types of land uses across the country. The studies include an average rate per apartment

28

unit. In response the Commissioner Swanson’s question regarding the traffic generated by the retail

29

component of the project, Mr. Browning stated that the retail portion generates more traffic than the

30

apartment units but that figure will remain unchanged.

31
3
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Matt Swain gave his address as 20 North Mountain Road in Fruit Heights and was grateful for the

2

entitlements that are already in place. He and his team have made some improvements to the

3

aesthetics of the project since they last met with Bluffdale City. The goal of the project was to

4

create a central gathering point. Mr. Swain stated that the building envelope that was previously

5

approved would not change.

6

Development Agreement. He explained that the design process was very iterative and with a

7

project this complex with many different components, the original assumptions proved to be

8

slightly off. This allowed for the creation of additional apartment units within the existing envelope

9

and additional parking spaces within the parking structure to maintain the parking ratio because the

10

need for internal ramping was not going to be as space-consuming as originally thought. The access

11

points to the parking structure will be at grade, so there will be no need for ramping. The parking

12

structure, as well as the apartment building footprint and height, will all be the same as originally

13

approved. Therefore, the proposed project is essentially the same as what was approved in January

14

but with 16 more apartment units.

15
16

Mr. Swain next addressed the parking and the traffic and explained that the parking will be privately

17

owned and privately managed. Thus, the interior parking for the apartment building will be gated.

18

All of the units will have separate card key access. Non-residents will not be allowed access to the

19

gated parking. The surface parking for the retail area will also be privately owned and managed and

20

closely monitored to ensure that the parking is being used by shoppers or guests of the residents.

21

The two-per-unit parking ratio is very high but the developers agreed to abide by the requirement,

22

as specified in the Development Agreement and Bluffdale City Standards.

23
24

LH Perry Investments, LLC, has about 2,000 units in its portfolio and the parking ratio for those

25

units is about 1.75 parking spaces per unit. Consequently, Mr. Swain and his team feel they are

26

over-parked but are willing to accept the ratio. He hoped that the parking ratio would allay any

27

concerns expressed by the residents of The Market Place that the residents of The Centrum will

28

park in their neighborhood. He said that problem has not occurred with their other apartment

29

complexes where the parking ratio is lower than the ratio at The Centrum. Mr. Swain added that

30

with the redevelopment at The Point, there will be more mass transit with will further mitigate

Likewise, the parking ratio is consistent with the standing

4
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traffic congestion. Mr. Swain reiterated that they are a developer that designs, builds, owns, and

2

manages their own projects. They are committed to The Centrum and to being good neighbors and

3

stewards of their property. The Centrum will be high quality and have excellent amenities such as a

4

veranda and pool deck, a pickleball court, a dog spa, a movie theater, and a fitness center. It will be

5

a high-end project that will set the tone for others that follow.

6
7

Mr. Swain reported that he has been in contact with the Homeowners Association (“HOA”) at The

8

Market Place and is aware of their concerns, which existed even previous to the proposal of The

9

Centrum project. He has driven through The Market Place many times and has witnessed the

10

concerns that have been expressed. There is inadequate parking and the HOA does not have the

11

legal capacity to control parking and how garages are used to alleviate parking on the street. To

12

help with that situation, LH Perry Investments, LLC, has donated real estate to allow for the

13

widening of the intersection at Rising Star Way. The intersection at Rising Star Way and Porter

14

Rockwell Boulevard will ultimately have a traffic light to control traffic flow and allow for safe

15

access in and out of The Market Place. The traffic flow on Porter Rockwell Boulevard will increase

16

significantly on August 25 when the bridge is officially opened.

17
18

Mr. Swain reiterated that LH Perry Investments, LLC, has been a major catalyst to improve the

19

intersection at Rising Star Way and Porter Rockwell Boulevard. Mr. Swain noted that the HOA of

20

The Market Place inquired about the potential of entering into a Cross Access Agreement to allow

21

residents of The Market Place to park in the surface area at The Centrum. Mr. Swain stated that

22

such an option would not be legally allowable due to financing and management constraints and

23

legal liabilities that would be created. As a different option, Mr. Swain said LH Perry Investments,

24

LLC, will make a donation to the HOA that will go directly toward finding and constructing more

25

parking within The Market Place. He expressed the hope that such a gesture would ease the

26

concerns of the residents at The Market Place that The Centrum will exacerbate their existing

27

parking problems.

28
29

Mr. Swain opined that the parking design for The Centrum will ensure that parking outside the

30

perimeter of the project will not be negatively impacted. He and his team were also committed to

31

trying to help resolve the parking problems that exist at The Market Place.
5
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In response to a question raised by Commissioner Flynn Jun Khaysavang reported that each unit

3

will be 540 to 600 square feet for studio units, 700 to 800 square feet for one-bedroom apartments,

4

and 900 to 1,000 square feet for two-bedroom units. The majority of the units are studio and one-

5

bedroom. Commissioner Flynn also asked if other options had been considered for the additional

6

space rather than more apartments. Mr. Swain responded that they are already above market with

7

the amenity package being offered, so no other ideas were considered.

8
9

Mr. Swain next addressed the issue of architectural concrete. He reported that it has been a long

10

time since the original approval was granted for the Development Agreement. The goal was for the

11

appearance of the apartment complex to be timeless in its design and very durable. To achieve that

12

objective, decorative architectural grade concrete was determined to be the best option for both the

13

aesthetics and longevity of the building. Brick will be incorporated to achieve a modern, timeless

14

look. Architectural concrete had become very popular and is frequently used.

15
16
17
18

Vice-Chair Luker opened the public hearing.
Rory Duckworth, who resides at 1489 West Copper John Way, reported that he owns the end unit

19

on Rising Star Lane located at 562 Lewski Lane. Where the right turn lane is located, the area is

20

full of cars. He recalled that when the proposed project was approved in January, there would not

21

be a loss of spots on Rising Star Way but he could not see how there would not be a loss of two to

22

three parking spots on the corner.

23

Mr. Duckworth reported that he serves on the HOA Board for The Market Place and he has never

24

spoken with Mr. Swain.

25
26

Mr. Duckworth stated that a study resulted in the location of 19 potential spots for parking in The

27

Market Place. It would cost $190,000 to develop those parking spaces. It would also require

28

cutting up the neighborhood and making it look like a parking garage. The donation offered by LH

29

Perry Investments, LLC, would not come close to covering that cost. Mr. Duckworth clarified that

30

he was not opposed to the project because it looks amazing and includes needed retail space. His

31

opposition was traffic concerns that will be brought to Rising Star Way. He hoped to see the project

It is where he, his clients, and his employees park.

6
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done right, which might include a donation of Rising Star Way on the residential and business side

2

to allow for parallel or slanted parking. The intersection has the potential to be a disaster.

3
4

Commissioner Flynn, who lives in The Market Place, noted that about 10 feet have been given to

5

widen the north side of the corner. Mr. Duckworth stated that the result would be the loss of some

6

parking on Rising Star Way. Commissioner Flynn added that the proposal under consideration

7

would not change what has already been approved other than the addition of 16 apartment units.

8

Mr. Duckworth countered by stating that the additional traffic flow would be a serious detriment to

9

the parking at his insurance business on Lewski Lane. He reiterated that he was not opposed to the

10

proposal but wanted a solution that will work for residents of The Market Place and The Centrum.

11
12

Mr. Swain addressed parking concerns addressed by Mr. Duckworth and stated that there is come-

13

and-go surface parking with 43 parking spaces at The Centrum that would be designated for

14

residents and visitors. That is in addition to the parking designated for the retail portion of The

15

Centrum. The two-per-residential-unit ratio should be more than adequate for the renters. He

16

reassured Mr. Duckworth that the cars parking there will not be towed because people from The

17

Market Place may opt to use the surface parking lot, which will not be gated. He reiterated the

18

commitment to be good neighbors. It would not be convenient for shoppers to park at The Market

19

Place, so he did not foresee that kind of parking issue across the street at The Market Place.

20
21

With regard to Rising Star Way, Mr. Swain stated that they agreed to widen it and dedicate the

22

right-of-way for additional widening. There was discussion regarding the widening and alignment

23

of the road at the intersection. Regardless of whether The Centrum was present, Mr. Swain opined

24

that the opening of the bridge on Porter Rockwell Boulevard absolutely necessitated rectifying the

25

alignment at the intersection of Rising Star Way and Porter Rockwell Boulevard.

26
27

Mr. Crowell clarified that the City’s role is to ensure that no parking spaces are lost. At a stop sign,

28

there will always be a loss of parking. He drove by the townhome project earlier in the day and

29

there were no open parking spaces on the street.

30

investment to enhance parking options. The north side of the street will be widened but it should

31

allow parking to remain on the south side. Diagonal parking was considered but no conclusion had
7

The City has been asked to make a City
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been reached. It was noted that the east side of the intersection is clearly misaligned. To allow for

2

the installation of a traffic light, something would have to be done to fix the alignment. Designing

3

the intersection with the turn pocket would require geometrical design by the City Engineer.

4
5

Mr. Crowell noted that the City Council had an agreement with the developer to dedicate some land

6

to accommodate the additional traffic. The developer was asserting that the addition of the 16

7

apartments would not significantly increase the traffic flow. He clarified that the new proposal

8

consists of a three-page update that is not part of the Final Site Plan Design Study.

9
10
11
12

There were no additional public comments. Vice-Chair Luker closed the public hearing.
Commissioner Loumis stated that the overall outlook of the proposal is acceptable in terms of the

13

original plan. He did not, however, understand how the alignment on Rising Star Way will be

14

resolved. Without more information, it may be necessary to delay forwarding the proposal to the

15

City Council who would then have to address the traffic issues. Once the traffic concerns are

16

resolved, the project could move forward.

17
18

Commissioner Griffis concurred with Commissioner Loumis and added that the traffic concerns

19

would best be handled at the City Council level.

20
21

Vice-Chair Luker noted that the main issue is the addition of the 16 apartment units and the use of

22

architectural concrete. Everything else had already been approved by the City Council. The

23

intersection was being addressed by the Engineering Department.

24
25

Commissioner Swanson hoped that a solution could be reached to address parking along Rising Star

26

Way. He was not opposed to the impact of the additional 16 units.

27
28

Commissioner Flynn was satisfied with the parking ratio but was concerned with the traffic impact

29

on Porter Rockwell Boulevard and the timing of the resolution of the intersection alignment. The

30

traffic generated by the additional units would be less than 10% of the original Traffic Study. He

31

suggested there be a fair balance between what was previously approved and what is proposed.

32
8
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Commissioner Loumis noted that the setback required by the installation of a traffic light would

2

have an unavoidable impact on parking and was something the City Council would have to resolve.

3

He added that the Planning Commission appeared to support the proposed change but did not

4

support the issues associated with Rising Star Way.

5
6

Vice-Chair Luker added that the Planning Commission also needs to address the proposal to use

7

more architectural concrete and less brick. Commissioner Loumis had no concerns with the use of

8

architectural concrete, as proposed. It could be designed correctly and would have to go through

9

the approval process before it is used. Mr. Crowell stated that brick is a focus in the GC zone,

10

particularly along Redwood Road and 2700 West. Vice-Chair Luker observed that the proposal

11

includes two elements but the focus is on the additional apartments. He wanted to make sure that

12

the proposal for architectural concrete was also addressed.

13
14

Ulises Flynn moved to forward a POSITIVE recommendation to the City Council for the SD-

15

X The Centrum at Bluffdale Special District Zoning and Development Agreement

16

Amendments, Application 2022-34, based on the following:

17
18
19
20

Findings:
1.

21
22
23
24

The Planning Commission forwards a positive recommendation on the use of
architectural concrete changes to the exterior of the building.

2.

The Planning Commission believes that more findings are needed on the traffic
impact of the added 16 units.

25
26

Johnny Loumis, Jr. seconded the motion. Vote on motion: Ulises Flynn-Aye; Johnny Loumis,

27

Jr.-Aye; Tina Griffis-Aye; Erik Swanson-Aye; Kory Luker-Nay. The motion passed 4-to-1.

28
29

Mr. Crowell asked about the intent of the second finding. Commissioner Flynn explained that the

30

Planning Commission was undecided on that issue. Mr. Crowell expected the City Council to

31

address the proposal at its September 14 meeting.

32
9
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5.

6

Income Housing Plan is a requirement specified in the Utah Code Amendments HB 462. The new

7

General Plan, which was recently approved by the City Council, did not include the Moderate-

8

Income Housing Plan because of the incongruous timing between the State’s updates to its

9

requirements and the City’s completion of the General Plan. Therefore, this element is now ready

10

for consideration and inclusion in the Bluffdale General Plan. The update to the State is due on

11

October 1, 2022.

12
13

After it is reviewed by the Planning Commission, it will be reviewed and approved by the City

14

Council to meet the deadline for submission to the Utah Housing Authority. In 2023, another report

15

will be submitted to the State with a more robust implementation. Each municipality in Utah is

16

required by the State Legislature to ensure the provision of affordable housing. This requirement

17

dates back to 2019 with S.B. 34, Affordable Housing Requirements, which requires municipalities

18

to create a Moderate-Income Housing Plan with strategies or menu items to address.

19
20
21
22

PUBLIC HEARING, CONSIDERATION, AND RECOMMENDATION on an Update
to the Moderate-Income Housing Element of the City of Bluffdale General Plan.
(Application 2022-36) – Staff Presenter, Ellen Oakman.

Associate City Planner, Ellen Oakman, presented the staff report and noted that the Moderate-

Ms. Oakman reviewed the following previous strategies that were implemented by the City in 2019:
1.

23
24
25

residential zones.
2.

26
27
28
29

Create or allow for and reduce regulations related to accessory dwelling units in

Allow for higher density or moderate income residential development in commercial
and mixed-use zones—commercial centers or employment centers.

3.

Utilize a moderate-income housing set aside from a community reinvestment agency,
redevelopment agency, or community development and renewal agency.

30
31

The City was continuing with those three strategies but they have been revised. The State wants to

32

ensure that the City is further implementing affordable housing strategies. It was noted that State

33

funding is made available to cities that meet the criteria.
10
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Mr. Crowell reported that the State is trying to provide cities with more incentives but the

3

consequences of non-compliance are still clearly present. Some State funding is administered by

4

UDOT, so the City does not apply for all of the potential funding.

5
6
7
8

Ms. Oakman next reviewed the three strategies that have since been modified as follows:
1.

9
10
11

Create or allow for and reduce regulations related to accessory dwelling units,
internal or detached, in residential zones.

2.

Allow Zone or rezone for higher density or moderate income residential

12

development in commercial and mixed-use zones—commercial centers or

13

employment centers.

14
15

3.

Utilize Demonstrate utilization of a moderate-income housing set aside from a

16

community reinvestment agency, redevelopment agency, or community development

17

and renewal agency to create or subsidize moderate-income housing.

18
19

With regard to Strategy # 1, Mr. Crowell noted that Detached Accessory Dwelling Units (“DADU”)

20

have been and continue to be very controversial.

21
22

Regarding Strategy # 2, Ms. Oakman reported that The Centrum at Bluffdale Mixed-Use Special

23

District was an example of a Special District (“SD-X”) Zone. The Senior Living Zone was another

24

example. An assisted living facility is also in the site plan and conditional use stage.

25
26

Regarding Strategy # 3, Ms. Oakman stated that the City continues to make payments to The Bluff

27

Apartments, which is an income-restricted apartment community to offset their operating costs.

28

Those funds come from the Eastern Bluffdale Economic Development Area (“EDA”). The City is

29

looking for additional opportunities for affordable housing funds or potentially looking at non-profit

30

entities that meet the State’s criteria. One example was Housing Connect.

31

11
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In response to Commissioner Flynn’s question regarding Beacon Hills, Mr. Crowell stated that the

2

RDA paid a large portion of their impact fee to offset their development costs. The City Council set

3

aside $1 million in the budget from the affordable housing money to find where it could be used.

4
5
6
7

Ms. Oakman next reviewed the two new strategies.
4.

8
9
10
11

Demonstrate creation of or participation in a community land trust program for
moderate-income housing.

5.

Partner with an entity that applies for the funds to promote moderate-income
housing.

12
13

With regard to Strategy # 4, Mr. Crowell stated that they were not sure if such an entity exists in the

14

area but would investigate the possibility. It is restricted land that would be set aside and held by a

15

non-profit or housing corporation in trust for this particular purpose. The City would not administer

16

such a parcel. Bluffdale City currently does not have land that would meet that requirement.

17
18

Regarding Strategy # 5, Ms. Oakman reported that Housing Connect is one example the City is

19

looking at. The City has an existing potential agreement for the RDA funds. The details need to be

20

firmed up with regard to how and where the funds will be distributed. The funds come from the

21

RDA and go to Salt Lake County. Mr. Crowell explained that larger jurisdictions, such as Salt Lake

22

County, have a broader reach with respect to what they can do. Since Bluffdale is small, it does not

23

have the same options that exist in larger communities.

24
25

In response to Commissioner Flynn’s question regarding the frequency the City has to address this

26

issue, Ms. Oakman clarified that the strategies are reported annually. The difference this year is the

27

fact that the State has updated the strategies. As a result, the City has had to update its strategies as

28

well. Mr. Crowell added that the State Legislature has put added emphasis on this issue by stating

29

that cities should include this element in their respective General Plan. The City’s review and

30

report to the State will be an annual requirement. The Legislature will provide regular guidance on

31

how to address moderate-income housing.

Failure to meet the State’s requirements will be

12
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detrimental to the City’s efforts to secure State funding to assist with this initiative. It is essential

2

that the City be a “good partner” with the State.

3
4

The City has been working closely with the newly appointed State Director and is developing a

5

collaborative relationship. Affordable housing is a high priority for the State, so it is extremely

6

important to be a good partner so that the City can reap the benefits of a good relationship with the

7

State. One example, in particular, would be robust inclusion in the State’s Transportation Corridor.

8

Bluffdale also wants to make sure it remains in good standing with the Utah League of Cities and

9

Towns (“ULCT”).

10
11

Ms. Oakman reported that although the strategies are important, the main priority is to provide

12

credible evidence that efforts are being made to meet the strategies. Those requirements will

13

become more critical in 2023. Now is the time to get a plan in place for implementation. Bluffdale

14

was part of the test case several years ago when affordable housing was becoming a State priority.

15

The City has had to improve its implementation of moderate-income housing. Independence has

16

been a significant step in the right direction for Bluffdale.

17
18

Commissioner Loumis stated that it is important for the City to keep abreast of how the gravel pit is

19

used once it plays out. Mr. Crowell responded that the area has immense potential due to its size.

20

He anticipated a Special District (“SD-X”) application for a small portion of the gravel pit that was

21

cut off from the main mine by Porter Rockwell Boulevard. The gravel pit acreage is much larger

22

than the prison site and offers great potential in the future for Bluffdale.

23
24

Ulises Flynn moved to forward a POSITIVE recommendation to the City Council for the

25

General Plan Amendment – Moderate-Income Housing Element (2022-36) based on the

26

findings presented in the staff report dated August 12, 2022. Erik Swanson seconded the

27

motion. Vote on motion: Ulises Flynn-Aye; Erik Swanson-Aye; Johnny Loumis, Jr.-Aye;

28

Tina Griffis-Aye; Kory Luker-Aye. The motion passed unanimously.

29
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Discussion Items

7

25 from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. The bridge will hold about 1,000 people. Parking will be on the

8

east side of the bridge.

6.

Planning Commission Business (Planning Session for Upcoming Items, Follow Up,
Etc.)

Mr. Crowell reported that a party was planned on the Porter Rockwell Boulevard bridge on August

9
10

It was reported that the City Council finished its Truth in Taxation budget hearings and a tax

11

increase was approved.

12
13
14
15

Senior City Planner, Jennifer Robison, reported that Day Ranch Park is under construction.
Mr. Crowell urged the Planning Commissioners to review the meeting schedule for the rest of the

16

year since there will be fewer meetings than usual because the City Council meets only once per

17

month in October, November, and December. The Planning Commission has two meetings in

18

September and two in October but just one in November and December.

19
20

With regard to the Planning Commissioners’ status with the required training, Ms. Oakman reported

21

that they were doing very well. There is still a piece of training to complete at the next meeting.

22

She reminded them to refer to the training link.

23
24

Commissioner Swanson asked if there would be training on the City’s parking regulations.

25

Mrs. Robison noted that the City’s regulations were modified after The Market Place was built and

26

the parking problems came to light in a glaring way. The earlier projects are where the problems

27

exist. There have been fewer problems since the parking standards were modified. Mr. Crowell

28

stated that there would be no problem reviewing the current parking standards as a discussion item.

29

Commissioner Swanson had seen tremendous parking problems as he has driven around the Valley.

30

Commissioner Griffis welcomed that discussion both for parking and traffic as separate discussion

31

items.

32
33

Mr. Crowell remarked that there are different levels of service with traffic criteria. The City has

34

adopted Level D, which states that drivers must accept delays since achieving Level A is cost
14
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1

prohibitive. The City’s Transportation Plan is slated for review in the near future. That discussion

2

with the Planning Commission will need to include members of the City’s Engineering Department.

3
4

Commissioner Loumis asked about the addition of streetlights to Loumis Parkway as mentioned at a

5

previous meeting. He reiterated that the land for the streetlights will be donated by him and his son.

6

Mrs. Robison agreed to check into the matter. Commissioner Loumis also mentioned his previous

7

suggestion for placing mirrors on the corner before Bangerter Highway. They will be fairly low-

8

cost items but will significantly enhance safety.

9

Michael Fazio about that suggestion. Mrs. Robison would also visit with Mr. Fazio.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

7.

Mr. Crowell would visit with City Engineer,

Adjournment.

The Planning Commission Meeting adjourned at 7:53 p.m.

__________________________________
Kjersti Jarman, Development Coordinator
Approved: _________________________
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Memo
Date: October 3, 2022
From: Addison Mitton, Assistant City Engineer
To:

Grant Crowell, Zoning Administrator

CC:
RE:

Porter Rockwell Commercial – Subdivision Plan Approval

In an effort to ensure all Subdivision Plans are compliant with City standards and ordinances, the
City’s Engineering Department conducts a review of all Subdivision Plan applications. We have
completed our review of the Porter Rockwell Commercial Subdivision Plan and recommend approval
be granted with the following conditions to be met by the applicant:
•
•

Continue to revise the project plans until fully compliant with City Engineering Standards
and requirements.
Provide the completed stormwater maintenance agreement.

Please contact me directly with any questions or concerns you may have.

Addison Mitton, P.E. – Assistant City Engineer
City of Bluffdale
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Memo
Date: October 3, 2022
From: Dan Tracer, Assistant City Engineer
To:

Grant Crowell, Zoning Administrator

CC:
RE:

Sunridge Assisted Living – Site Plan Approval

In an effort to ensure all Site Plans are compliant with City standards and ordinances, the City
Engineering Department conducts a review of all Site Plan applications. We have completed our
review of the Sunridge Assisted Living Site Plan and recommend approval be granted with the
following conditions:
•
•
•

The applicant continue to revise the project plans and Drainage Report to be compliant with
City Engineering Standards.
Dedicate the required amount of canal shares in accordance with City ordinances.
Provide all required drinking water and storm drain easements as required by the
Engineering Department.

Please contact me directly with any questions or concerns you may have.

Dan Tracer, P.E. – Assistant City Engineer
City of Bluffdale
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2222 West 14000 South
Bluffdale, UT 84065
801.254.2200(o) 801.446.8642(f) TTY 7-1-1
STAFF REPORT
October 3, 2022
To:
Prepared By:
Re:

City of Bluffdale Planning Commission
Grant Crowell

City Initiated Text Amendment regarding location requirements for small accessory buildings
and structures
Application No.:
Applicant:
Request:

2022-38
City of Bluffdale
To review proposed ordinance amendments to Bluffdale City Code sections
11.20 (Definitions), 11.160 (Supplementary Provisions), and 11.80 (Residential
Zones) to update the standards related to allowed locations for small
accessory buildings and structures.

SUMMARY
On February 22, 2017, the City Council approved Ordinance 2017-05 which created a new framework for
locating small accessory buildings closer to side and rear property lines. From this point on – meeting
certain requirements – a property owner could locate an accessory building up to 400 square feet within two
feet of a side and rear property line. One of the most specific requirements to do so is that the building must
be a portable structure, constructed on skids or similar. Requirements to adhere to the process for
construction within easements remain essentially intact.
The Council asked Staff to review this ordinance to alleviate the portable requirement and to potentially
allow zero setbacks, reduce the distance from main dwelling requirement from 10’ to 0’, allow detached
accessory buildings in side yards near the front of house, allow additional building height, increase lot
coverage maximums in Clustered Residential Parry Farms and Spring View Farms, and some other
administrative changes. Staff reviewed initial draft text with the Council on September 14, 2022. These
changes are proposed to give maximum flexibility in locating smaller buildings in residential zones. After
discussing these ideas with Council in a preliminary ordinance draft, Staff was directed to proceed with a text
amendment application and to seek Planning Commission input.
From a building code standpoint, when distances between buildings and between buildings and property
lines are generally less than five feet, additional construction requirements are required. Things such as
increased fire wall construction and reduction of openings are typically seen to address this condition.
Distance between buildings may provide both an aesthetic impact and some additional fire separation than
what is required by the adopted building and fire codes. Staff is awaiting further recommendations from the
Application 2022-38: City Initiated Text Amendment for
Small Accessory Buildings, PC Mtg. 10.5.2022
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Fire Department at this time but has discussed this ordinance with the Chief Building Official.
ANALYSIS
The proposed amendments include the following:
Update definition for portable structures:
11.20.020 General Definitions
...
PORTABLE SMALL ACCESSORY BUILDING OR STRUCTURE: Any small accessory building or , compact
structure that is 400 square feet or less.mounted on skids or otherwise constructed so that it can be readily
moved from one location to another without change in structure or design. Small accessory Portable
buildings shall have no connected utilities with the exception of electric power. that can be readily
disconnected.
...
Amend Existing Land Use Code regarding construction in easements
11.160.230: Construction Within Easements
No dwelling, main building, accessory structures, portable small accessory building or structure, or
swimming pool shall be located within a recorded easement area unless the property owner either produces
written evidence satisfactory to the Zoning Administrator that the easement has been released, modified,
allowed to be encroached upon, or executes a recordable document, in a form approved by the Ccity
Aattorney, indicating that notwithstanding apparent existence of the easement, the structure may be subject
to the superior interest of the easement holder and may be required to be relocated at the property owner's
expense to accommodate such interest. The City is considered to have an interest within Public Utility
Easements in subdivisions, to be verified by the City Engineer.
A. Location: Any structure in an easement area shall be located pursuant to the setback and other applicable
requirements of this title.
B. No Expansion Of Legal Rights: Nothing in this section is intended to expand or restrict the rights or
obligations of any party to any recorded easement.
...
11.160.260 Portable Small Accessory Buildings and Structures
A. Portable Small accessory buildings and structures shall be allowed to be constructed in any
residential zone within any required rear or side yard setbacks, subject to the following
requirements:
1. Portable Small accessory buildings and structures shall be subject to the permit and
construction requirements of all adopted building and fire codes;
2. Shall notMay be constructed closer than two (2’)with no setback requirement feet to any
side or reard property line.
3. Shall adhere to the requirements of City Code section 11.160.230-16-25 if proposed to be
constructed within easements;
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4. Shall be limited to a maximum of 400 square feet in floor area, which shall be included in a
parcel’s overall lot coverage;
5. Shall have a maximum wall height of 120 feet, excluding end gables, and a maximum
roofline height of 165 feet;
6. Shall be used for storage use only;
7. Shall May be located in the rear or side yard, behind the front vertical plane of the most
rearward wall of the primary dwelling;
8. Shall not overhang into or direct any drainage from the building or foundation into any
adjacent property.
B. Portable Small accessory buildings and structures within any non-residential zone may be allowed
within any rear or side yard setbacks without setback limitations, subject to the following
requirements:
1. Shall conform to all site plan approval and design requirements found in City Ordinances;
2. Shall be subject to the permit and construction requirements of all adopted building and fire
codes;
3. Shall adhere to the requirements of City Code section 11.160.230-16-25 if proposed to be
constructed within easements;
4. Shall be limited to a maximum of 400 square feet in floor area, which shall be included in a
parcel’s overall lot coverage;
5. Shall have a maximum wall height of 120 feet, excluding end gables, and a maximum roofline
height of 165 feet;
6. Shall be used for storage use only;
7. Shall be located in the rear yard, behind the vertical plane of the most rearward wall of the
primary structure;
8. Shall not overhang into or direct any drainage from the building or foundation into any
adjacent property.
R-1-43 Zone specific changes
11.80.010.110 Permissible Lot Coverage
The sum total of all buildings and structures on any parcel in the R-1-43 Residential Zone shall not be greater
than thirty percent (30%) of the total area of the parcel. In the subdivisions within Parry Farms and Spring View
Farms, which were approved as Clustered Residential Overlay Zones, the maximum permissible lot coverage
is forty percent (40%) of the total area of the parcel.
11.80.010.100 Distance Between Buildings
The distance between any accessory building, which is not classified as a small accessory building or structure,
and any dwelling shall not be less than ten feet (10'). Small accessory buildings and structures shall have no
required distance between the building and any dwelling.
R-1-10 Zone Specific Changes
11.80.020.100 Distance Between Buildings
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The distance between any accessory building, which is not classified as a small accessory building or structure,
and any dwelling shall not be less than ten feet (10'). Small accessory buildings and structures shall have no
required distance between the building and any dwelling.
MODEL MOTIONS FOR THE TEXT AMENDMENT APPLICATION
Model for a Positive Recommendation – “I move we forward a positive recommendation to the City Council for
the Text Amendment Application 2022-38, based on the findings presented in the staff report dated September
30, 2022, (or as modified below):”
1. That the proposed amendment provides for additional options for siting small accessory buildings.
2. That the proposed amendment will require adherence to construction safety codes.
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Model for a Negative Recommendation – “I move we forward a positive recommendation to the City Council for
the Text Amendment Application 2022-38, based on the findings presented in the staff report dated April 1,
2022, (or as modified below):”
1. List all findings…
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